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The 
Beginning 
"Who are you? said the Caterpillar." This was not an 
encouraging opening for a conversation. Alice re-
plied, rather shyly, "I-I hardly know Sir, just at 
present—at least I know who I was when I got up 
this morning, but I think I must have been changes 
several times since then." 
Lewis Carroll 
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12 
"I could tell you my adventures-beginning from this 
morning, said Alice," a little timidly. "But it's no use 
going back to yesturday because I was a different 
person then." 
If you see better than I see, let 
me share with you your pictures. 
13 
Barn Dance Or, Nice to Meet You 
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The Orientation Barn Dance gave freshman 
their first chance to meet each other and their 
fellow junior scholars under social circum-
stances. Held under the library, this year 
maintainence let the lawn dry out for the event. 
They found that missing shoes messed up the 
sprinkler system last year! Ozzie Stout was 
back in his role as caller. 
~2 
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Music 
Dr. Orpha Ochse 
20 
Mrs. Keller 
Mr. Jerold Shepard 
Dr. William Dale 
Mrs. Ann Young and Mr. Robert McSparrin 
Dr. Eugene Riddle 
Mrs. use Linnemann 
Mr. George Grasty 
Languages 
Mr. Fredric Gray 
Mrs. Julia Aranguren 
 
annot alter  
Samuel Butler  
Dr.  Don Breese  
Dr. 
 Don Nuttall Dr.  Chester Bain  
Dr.  Harry Nerhoo  
Dr.  G il McEwen  
Dr.  W i lliam Geiger  
Dr. 
 Anne Kil 
Dr. 
 Arnold Chadderdor  
"It's not just ping-pong they're up to!" Howard Harrison—China, 
International Relations. 
"Is that really June Allison in the middle?" No it's 	 Jim Hickey— 
President of Pi Sigma Alpha, Ben Burnett—Latin American Politics, 
Public Opinion and Propaganda and Mike McBride—Soviet Politics. 
Political Science 
"Just another pretty face." Fred Bergerson—Public Administration, American 
Politics. 
"Would you please bow your heads in prayer. 
You'll need all the help you can get in 'Con 
Law'!" John Neu—Public Law, African Poli-
tics. 
"Senior Scholar subdues 'Campus Streaker.'" 
J.William Robinson—International Relations, 
Political Novel. 'Billie'—the subdued, furry 
fellow. 
  
Dr. Mike Praetorius 
Philosophy—Religion 
Philosophers must ultimately find their true perfection, 
in knowing all the follies of mankind—by introspection. 
Dr. Glenn Yocum 
Dr. Milo Con nick 
Dr. Hai Tai Kim 
Education 
Dr. John Dean 
He who knows not, and knows not that he knows 
not, 
Is a fool—shun him. 
He who knows not and knows that he knows not, 
Is simple—teach him. 
He who knows and knows not that he knows, 
Is sleeping—wake him. 
He who knows and knows that he knows, 
Is wise—follow him. 
Lady Burton 
Mrs. Elizabeth Tunison 
Dr. Keith McKenzie 
/
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Sherri Sullivan and Karen Lerch 
Dr. James Romig 
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The child is endowed with un-
known powers, which can 
guide us to a radient future. 
If what we really want is a new 
world, then education must 
take as its aim the develop-
ment of these hidden possi-
bilities. 
Maria Montessori 
Dr. Darold Beckman 
 
Psychology 
No great improvements in the lot of man-
kind are possible, until a great change takes 
place in the fundamental constitution of their 
modes of thought. 
John Stuart Mill 
Judy Weber 
Dr. Lucy O'Connor 
Dr. David Volk man 
Mrs. Maureen Behrens 
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Mr. Nets Ktyver 
Mrs. Jane Trammell 
Speech & Hearing 
He gave man speech, and 
created thought which is the 
measure of the universe 
Shelley 
Dr. Lester Harris 
Dr. Keith Rholl 
Anthropology 
Dr. Timm Thorsen 
 
Dr. Charles Browning 
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Dr. Thelma Eaton 
Sociology 
It is not written, blessed is he that 
feedth the poor, but he that consid-
ereth the poor. 
A little thought and a little kindness are 
worth more than a great deal of money. 
John Ruskin 
Dr. Robert O'Brien 
Social Work 
Dr. Emelie Prather 
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Health and 
Physical Education 
Happiness consists in activity—it is a run-
ning stream, not a stagnant pool. 
Coach John Godfrey 
Coach Dave Jacobs 
Ms. Nettle Morrison 
Coach Hugh Mendez 
Dr. Hilmi Ibrahim 
Home Economics 
 
Mrs. Dorothy Scott 
The way to be happy is to make others 
happy. Helping others is the secret of all 
success-in business, in the arts, and in the 
home. 
Mrs. Francis Hoffman 
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Business 
Administration 
I like work: it fascinates me. I can sit and look 
at it for hours. I love to keep it by me: the idea 
of getting rid of it nearly breaks my heart 
Jerome Klapka Jerome 
Mr. Paul Schroeder 
Mr. Fred Herrmann 
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Dr. Bob Goodell 
There can be no 
economy when there 
is no efficiency. 
Benjamin 
Disraeli 
Mr. Larry Little 
	 Mr. Steve Overturf 
Economics 
Mr. Paul Servelle 
35 
Dr. Gerald Adams 
Dr. Charles Reeg 
Chemistry 
Dr. Robert Schambach 
Dr. Beach Leighton 
36 
Biology—Geology 
Dr. Warren Hanson 
Nature imitates herself: 
A grain thrown into good ground brings forth 
fruit, a principle thrown into a good mind brings 
forth fruit. 
Everything is created and conducted by the same 
Master—the root, the branch, the fruits, the 
principles, the consequences. 
Blaise Pascal 
Dr. Lois James 
Dr. Stephen Goldberg 
Dr. John Arcadi 
Dr. Inez Hull 
Math 
Dr. Robert Newcomb 
Man X is working in the sun 
where it is 97 degree 
Man Y is working in the shade 
where it is 92 degree 
Both X and Y then share 
a bottle of beer. 
(ideally served at 34 degree) 
Construct an equation. 
Dr. Robert Pendleton 
Mrs. Esther Kenyon 
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Dr. Theodore Sarachman 
Dr. Aaron Rosenthal 
English 
Patricia Brabon 	 Douglas Bristol 
Business History Sociology 
Wk-NEWT-Airow 
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Mary Broccolo 
English 
Melanie Bronn 	 Kathleen Bruich Gary Brumby 
Economics 
Where Do We Go From Here 
Michele Allen 	 Paul Allen 
	
Barbara Anderson 	 Sharon Anderson 
	
Jim Annis 	 Janet Asdoorian 
Music 	 P.E. 	 Sociology 
	
Social Work 
	
History 	 Home Economics 
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Mignon Batey 
Biology 
Sheila Beckham 	 Deborah Bennett 	 Colleen Bergh 
Home Economics 	 Sociology 	 Sociology 
Marie Berney 
Political Science 
Claudia Biel 
English 
Music 	 P.E. 	 Psychology 	 Speech & Hearing 	 Biology 
David Bigelow 	 Randy Bisho 	 Carol Blumer 	 Leslie Bolyog - 	 Mario Borunda 	 Maria Boyle 
Home Economics 
Dave Clark 
P.E. 
Maria Chaisson 
Math 
Terry Chen 
Business 
Andy Castillo 
Business 
Don Capp 
Psychology 
Lynn Brown 
Biology 
Elaine Clough 
Sociology 
Doug Cochran 
Math 
PC 
11 
Marc Cohn 
	
Pam Cook 
	
Chris Croysdill 	 Rosemary Durazzo 
	
Carl Couser 
	
Pat Davenport 
Political Science 	 Diversified 
	
Political Science 	 Sociology 
	
English 
	
Anthropology 
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James Garbat 
Business 
John Garment 
Psychology 
Beth Garren 
Home Econcrnics 
Dick Geisert 
Business 
Carl Gernazio 
Biology 
Pamela Gifford 
Art History 
Ramsey Ezaki 
Business 
Charlene Fischle 
Business Ec. 
Paul Ferguson 
Biology 
Dennis Flanigan 
Political Science 
Melinda Findley 
P.E. 
Mary Fletcher 
Fine Arts 
Lynn Fukui 
Social Work 
Kathy Fulton 
Business 
Chris Gandolfo 
Political Science 
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Cindy Gregory 	 Vickie Gutierrez 	 Leslie Haedrich 
Psychology 
	
Psychology 	 Music 
Chris Haines 
Psych-History 
Greg Halligan 
Sociology 
Cary Hall 
History 
Business History 
Melissa Hansen 
Home Economics 
Jim Harsch 
Business 
Paul Hayman 
Biology 
Greg Henderson 	 Rachelle Henry 
Alison Cues 	 Marilou Glassco 	 John Glenn 
	
Michael Goff 
	
Robert Gould 
	
Linda Greenfield 
Math 
	
Sociology 	 P.E. 	 Biology P.E. 	 Psychology 	 Art 
Donald Herrema 	 Karen Herrema 	 Patricia Herrmann 
	
Frank Hill 
	
Holly Hoskins 	 Elaine Howard 
Economics 	 Psychology 	 English 
	
Pre-Dentistry 	 P.E. 	 Psychology 
44 
Vicki Klisey 
Psychology 
Suzanne Klein 
Political Science 
Martin Kleckner Ill 
Political Science 
Linda Julinke 
P.E. 
Gilia Kemp-Blair 
Music 
Lee Kent 
Pre-Med. 
Edward Komaki 
Biology 
Philip Knight 
Business 
Sharon Larson 
Social Work 
Steven Leitner 
Business 
Marie Leggetts 
Biology 
James Lauro 
Business 
Patrick Long 
English 
Willie Hughes 	 Richard Husband 
	
Deanne Iwanaga 
	
Kathy Jenkins 
	
Brian Jordon 	 Ramon Jordan Jr. 
Business 	 P.E. 	 Math Business 
	
Biology 	 Biology 	 Biochemistry 
Barbara Moring 
Drama 
Michael Macrorie 
	
Gwen Magaro 	 Ana Maria Martinez 	 Takuo Matsumura 	 Marsha Metzger 	 Diane Messier 
P. E. 	 Home Economics 	 Chemistry 	 Business 
	
Business 	 History 
Shelley Midkiff 
	
Bonita Miller 	 Linda Miller 	 Carolina Miranda 
	
Jody Moon 
	
Lora Moore 
Speech 
	
English 
	
Music 	 Spanish 
	
Biology 	 Political Science 
Teri Moser 
Home Economics 
46 
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Elizabeth Motander 
	 Judy Nelson Donna Neptune 
History 	 Home Economics 	 Speech P.E. Home Economics 
Soc.-Anthro. Political Science 
Kathrine Rambo 
	 Jeanne Raymond 	 Thomas Reinbold 	 Frank Remkiewicz 
Communications 	 Psychology 
Political Science 
Pat Rigdenbach 	 Mary Jan Roberts 
Psychology 
Political Science 
Julie Scheuermann 	 John Stewart 
Biology 
David Nichols 
Pre-Med. 
Cathy Nockold 	 Debra Pitman 
Stephanie Posten 
Biology 
Don Rails 
Business 
Paul Roller 
P.E. 
David Roussel 
Business 
Richard Smith 
English 
Barbara Sexton 
Speech 
Steph Smith 
Sociology 
Paul Selski 
Pre-Med. 
Donna Stewart 
Education 
Mark Sachs 
Business 
Gail Smith 
	
Terri Stimpfel 
	
Ed Schoenberg 	 Herman Schenk 	 Marcia Sanchez 
	
Judith Smith 
Sociology 
	 Soc.-A nth rO 	 History 	 Sociology 	 Biology 	 Psychology 
Roger Spratt 	 Mary Tedford 	 Allan Thomson 
Business 	 English 	 Biology  
Dave Tokushige 	 Mike Takeguma 	 Donna Termini 
Political Science 	 Biology 	 Biology 
Larry Taylor 	 Neil Takeyama 
	
Joe Ulrey 	 Keith tingles 	 Rhonda Vance 
	
Marilyn Vergara 
P. E. 	 Psychology 
	
Business 	 History 	 Psychology 
	
English 
Diane Vuoso 	 Ron Van Vliet 
	
Susan Wachter 
	
Bill Walker 	 Judy Wallace 	 Debbie Wandell 
Speech 
	
Biology 	 Biology 
	
Biology 	 Business 	 Diversified 
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Ken Ward 
Pre-Med. 
Lucy Weeks 
Soc.-Anthro. 
Linda West 
Music 
Susan Whitaker 
Speech 
Michele Wilson 
Social Wel. 
Wayne Wilson 	 Larry Winthrop 	 Chris Woo 
Business 
	
History 
	
Political Science 
Debbie Wood 
Art 
Thomas Wood 
Political Science 
Vic Woodward 
	
Karen Wright 
	
Janice Yamashita 
	
Karen Zubov 
	
William Thompson 	 Calvin Hamblin 
P. E. 	 Political Science 
	
Political Science 
	
Speech 
	
History 
Kathy Turkovich 
Economics 
Chi Law 	 Richard Deihl 
	
Debbie Gonslaves 	 Luanne Hansen 
	
Court Harper 
	
Beng Kuan 
Chemistry 	 Poli. Sci. 	 Home Ec. 	 Sociology 
	
Business 
	
Math 
Teri Moser 
	
Linda Orozco 	 Deanna Hubbard 
	
Bill Reese 
	
Barbara Salyer 	 Lucy Stone 
Home Ec. 	 History 
	
Speech 
	
P.E. 	 Speech 
	
Speech 
50 
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I Dean Richard Harvey Academic Affairs 
j 
Dr. Roy Newsom 
Vice President 
Administration 
The Ladies who kept us  altogether  
Co-Curricular Affairs 
Mrs. Althea Hughes 
Housing 
Name the value you wish, tell 
me the ideal you want and I can 
see and collect and remember 
the good that will benefit you all. 
Ray Bradbury 
The house of every one is to him 
as his castle and fortress. 
Sir Edward Coke 
Dean Arvin Palmer 
Co-Curricular 
Affairs 
 Notice—the Dean of Women 
must be returned at once or 
all campus priviledges will 
be revoked. 
 
It is not what he has, nor even 
what he does, which directly 
expresses the worth of a man, 
but what he is. 
Henri Amiel 
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Dean Marilyn Veich 
Advisement 
Center 
Kristi Dillon 
Advisement Asst. 
Dr. Vince Noble 
Director Advisement Center 
For the Whittier College Advisement 
Center, under the direction of Vince 
Noble, it was a year of exploration 
and expansion. Beginning last year, 
the idea of using a variety of students 
and professors as Peer Counselors 
began to take shape, with implimenta-
tion this fall. It was a definite success, 
lessening the bewildered faces the 
first weeks on campus. Other endea-
vors included helping plan the Career 
Week and expansion of job possibili-
ties for graduates, which was spear-
headed by Carolyn Eitzen. 
Real 
Upon 
Reel 
300 tapes, feature lectures, movies 
and a video tape of the Billie Jean 
King-Bobby Riggs tennis match 
were attractions of the Learning 
Resources Center. Used during the 
day for classes in such areas as Tele-
vision directing, at night one could 
have a private showing of what 
ever movies were on hand. It was 
much more attractive to Whittier 
students than the Wardman Satur-
day matinee. 
Dr. Malcolm Farmer - Director 
61 
chaplian 
George Grose 
Madam, a circulating library in 
a town is as an evergreen tree 
of diabolical knowledge! It 
blossoms through the year! 
And depend on it, Mrs. Mal-
prop, that they who are so fond 
of handling the leaves will long 
for the fruit at last. 
Richard Sheridan 
Mr. Phillip O'Brien 
Librarian 
The days that make us happy, make us wise. 
John Masefield 
62 
Security 
Peace is not the absences of conflict, 
but the ability to cope with it. 
Bill Brooks 
Security Chief 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Daryl Bohn, John Kenny, Maureen Whelan, Louise 
Wilson, Bill Brooks, Pat Davenport, Scott Floden, Bob Johnson, Craig 
Desman, Jon Swale, Bruce Gary. 
63 


A.S.W.C. President Pat Long 
Board of 
Governors 
B.O.G. inaction? 
66 
In its first year, the newly formed Board of 
Governors centered itself around the concept 
of a functioning organization. Specific re-
sponsibilities were delegated to three basic 
committees: The Program Board, The Com-
munications Committee and Student Services. 
The main accomplishments of the board itself 
were the publication of the "Quaker Oats," 
finishing the Experiment, putting the Student 
Union into working order and forming a Stu-
dent Lobby with other colleges. 
B.O.G. member Marc Sachs 
Wolf Emde 
Our supreme govenors, 
the mob. 
Horace Walpole, Earl of Oxford 
1743 
Keith Harris 
Dick Balkus Katy Murphy 
BOG-Plagued by Resignations 
Carla Weis 
Members of the 1973-74 ASWC 
Board of Govenors. 
Pat Long, President 
Steve Ai 
Wolfgang A.F. Emde** 
Tom Fullerton 
Ramon Jordan** 
Martin Kleckner III** 
Mike McPherson" 
Mark Sachs 
Carla Weis 
Appointments 
Dick Balkus 
John Caffey 
Laura Chaparo** 
Alan Danielson 
Katy Murphy 
**Resignations 
The success of the 1973-74 Board of Govenors, can be judged by each 
individual Whittier College student. This year marked the beginning 
of the BOG system. BOG continued to handle it's affairs even with a 
40% resignation rate for it's originally elected members. Management 
of student funds, affairs and concerns were it's main functions. It did 
this through it's various organs, such as the Program Board, the student 
run "Experiment," and the Student Grievance Commitee. 
The trouble with superheroes 
is what to do between phone 
booths. 
Ken Kesey 
Steve Al 
John Caffey 
Ramon Jordan 
We don't know how to cele-
brate because we don't know 
what to celebrate. 
Peter Brook/The Empty Space 
Kathy Fulton, Accountant 	 Mike Dully. \ccountant 
Colleen Bergh (standing), Bonita Miller (sitting). 
Judy Wallace, Treasurer  Secretaries. 
ASWC Staff 
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Homecoming week was a full 
one. Several pie-eating contests 
sponsered by the Freshman class, 
and 	 float-building 	 activities 
helped push students into a fes-
tive mood. Alpha Beta parking lot 
was the scene of float construc-
tion. The night was full of tissue 
paper and stuffed animals, hard 
work and plenty of beer. 
Mike Drew and Russ Litchfield get more pie on the outside then on the inside. 
Joe Ulrey contemplates a missing hole in the Frank-
lin float. 
Hammers 
for 
Homecoming 
A night of good drinking 
is worth a year's thinking. 
Charles Cotton 
Carlye Clifgard and fellow Met sisters seem to enjoy their work. 
Terry Chen toils over the I.S.U. float. 
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Bill Sebastian as Franklin Society's "Ben". 
    
Once 
Palmer Float 
Kris Schulze smiles from the Thalian float. 
Upon a Time 
Senior Princesses Lucy Stone, Karen Wright and 
Nena Eldridge. 
Jana Holcomb, John Tilley and Bob Dewberry ride the Penn float. 
75 
Floating Down 
Philadelphia 
Professionals Chris Edmonds and John Stewart. 
Glendora High School Band 
Gary Odom gets in the spirit 
of it all! 
76 
I 
Children aren't the only ones who are fed on fairy 
tales. 
Less ing 
Once upon a time the kingdom of Whittier was blest 
with a very special sunshine day, and childhood 
memories floated down the streets. Local bands set 
a musical mood while several original floats inter-
preted the homecoming theme. The Athenian Dragon 
was awarded the Sweepstakes prize. The Mets won 
Most Humorous, and the Thalians took the Most 
Original honors. It was a march of enchantment. 
77 
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Metaphonian Float 
I.S.U. Float 
Returning 1973 Homecoming Queen Debbie Scott with Grand Marshall Dr. 
Michael McBride and rose bearer Jennifer Jacobs. 
And the Winner Is 
Jennifer Jacobs 
carries the flowers. 
79 
Sophomore Princess Carol Inge rides with Freshman Princess Vivian 
Holloway. 
The crowning of Queen Lucy 
Stone and her court was the 
highlight of an otherwise dreary 
homecoming game. The 
Montebello High School Band 
provided entertainment as 
the regal court was presented. 
Grand Marshall McBride and 
Master of Ceremonies Court 
Harper presided over the 
festivities. Queen Lucy's court 
was graced by Senior Prin-
cesses Nena Elridge -and Karen 
Wright. Jennifer Fernandez 
represented the Junior class. 
The other attendants were 
Sophomore Princess Carol 
Inge and Freshman Vivian Hol-
loway. 
 
Junior Princess Jennifer Fernandez and Escort Ra-
mon Jordan followed by Senior Princess Karen 
Wright and Escort Steve Tarabilda. 
?ueen Lucy Stone and Escort Martin Kleckner 
 
Convo's 
The first convo's of the year brought a wide variety of oritors. Ms. Florynce 
Kennedy gave a thundering presentation on such subjects as the 'niggeriza-
tion' of the American college student and later to describe the American 
Community as a 'whorehouse society.' Joseph Blach ford, former director 
of Action (Peace Corps and VISTA), attempted to correlate the present 
concepts on the Presidency. Dr. Thompson Liang gave a serious talk that 
really needled a few. Stanton Friedman gave a very knowledgable overture 
of the whole spectrum of Alien visitation from Outer Space. 
Ms. Florynce Kennedy 
Joseph H. Blatchford 	 Some spectators really got the point from Dr. hang. 
Dr. Thompson Liang 	 Stanton Friedman 
Miss West congratulating her student, Janet Reese, for her story 
of "Priscilla Pockets." 
Some Friendly Persuasion 
The charm of Miss Jessamyn West and the forcefulness of Bobby 
Seale, enlightened W.C. students the preceeding fall. Bobby Seale, 
Chairman of the Black Panther Party was a November convocation 
speaker. Sea/e, a martyr due to his courtroom treatment during the 
Chicago Seven trials, presented a new and surprizingly calm image. 
He proposed an end to the past raging paramilitarism of the Black 
Oanthers and suggested a moderate approach in the struggle for 
Black Liberation. 
This emerging political strategy is viewed with considerable optimism 
and hope. Jessamyn West, prominent authoress and the third Nixon 
Scholar, gave a nostalgically pleasing speech on her experiences at 
Whittier. She recalled one of her first literary attempts, when she 
was criticized by a teacher for using the phrase, "the lovers inter-
wined their braided eyebeams." Miss West also recounted her 
foiled suicide attempt, and her prediliction for falling in love with 
English teachers. This lovely lady enchanted her audience. 
Miss Jessamyn West 
Bobby Seale 
Bobby Seale explaining his new moderate 
approaches for 'Black Liberation.' 
The Honorable Robert 0. Blake 
Wilson Ryles 
William Friedkin 
The former U.S. Ambassador to Mali, Robert 0. Blake, gave a very 
informative Fireside discussion on U.S. foreign relations. Mr. Blake 
is a newly appointed member of the College's Board of Trustees. Wil-
son Ryles, California Superintendant of Education, presented a valu-
able oritation for those people contemplating a teaching profession 
as well as for the general public. Superintendant Ryles discussed Cali-
fornia's Educational policies and programs. William Friedkin, director 
of the widely acclaimed movie "The Exorcist," held the audience spell-
bound during his talk on the production. Mr. Friedkin showed film 
clips that disclosed many of the film's technical secrets. 
A Man From Tennessee 
Republican Senator Howard Baker visited the Whittier Campus 
twice during the year. Senator Baker is a member of the Water-
gate commitee. 
Baker's first arrival transposed the baseball field in to a temporary 
Heliport. This first visit included a filming of the Television show 
"On Campus," with the former head of Action, Joseph Blach ford. 
The second visit provided students and community members the 
opportunity to hear the Senators view points on the Watergate 
situation. The Convo was a very well attended and informative 
session. 
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The 
Experiment 
The Experiment continued being a student run entity. Much effort 
had been put in to it with the goals of increased utility and for a more 
esthetic appearance this past year. The 'X' has been the locale for many 
activities. These activities range from '0' dances to a recital from Jes-
samyn West's Writting to Create class. The Experiment was the tem-
porary home for the short lived pinball machines. After a 'kegger' in 
the 'X', it is easy to see just how much and how well Whittier Students 
have enjoyed themselves. 
'X' Director, Paul Hilgers 
Buxtahude Country 
87 
A society 
that hates its young 
has no future. 
Fred Dutton 
California Board of Regents 
Dance to the Music! 


"Tea and Sympathy," a drama about a sensa-
tive young man who is mistaken to be a homo-
sexual, was Whittier's first dramatic production 
of the year. The entire effort was student or-
ganized. Aside from the acting cast of eleven, 
several others helped with the entirely stu-
dent-managed production of the play. The 
play was a great success, due to the touching 
subject matter and the professional manner 
in which it was presented. 
Dominus Marlow 
"Dominus Marlow/A Play on Doctor Faustus was 
presented for the enjoyment of Whittier College 
students by the Provisional Theater Foundation of 
Los Angeles. One interesting aspect of the pro-
duction was that it was not a final product, but 
changed with each performance. This kept the 
audience fascinated by the openess and capacity 
to improvise the fifteen-member cast displays. 
93 
Monique 
"Monique", a suspensefully gripping drama, 
enthralled it's Whittier audience. The entire 
cast displayed great acting aptitude through-
out the play. Deserving special mention were 
Shar Zand and Verla Gruennert. The on-
lookers were drawn into the mysterious world 
of Monique, and found it impossible to remain 
disinterested. The play was also chosen to be 
the entry in the American College Theater 
Festival. 

Tip the world 
overon it's side and everything 
loose will land in 
Los Angeles. 
Frank Lloyd Wright 
Acropolis 
Staf f 
The 1974 Acropolis Staff encountered difficulties var-
ious times. The two main obsticles were the resignation 
of Anita Johns, as Editor, and the changing to the sys-
tem of ordering only the number of yearbooks that 
are desired by the students. The result of these things 
was a delay in the production of the book. The Acro-
polis Staff, forced by this delay, spent many long hours 
in the developement of this yearbook. 
Pat Tred up, Editor 
Tom Sweetser and Gary Towel[ go cruzing for burgers in your Daddy's new car. (Layout Staff.) 
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Bonita Miller, Layout Staff 
Staff, BACK TO FRONT, Sue Montgomery, Shari Bingaman, Steph-
nie Henderson. 
Acropolis (a-krop'o-lis), n. the highest part or 
citadel of a Grecian city. 
Webster's 
Mike Booker, Sports Editor 
97 
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(OC Photo by Carv Hall) 
Frank Remkiewicz 
Managing Editor 
ea 
remnan 
1orynce Kennedy 
SPEAKER RIPS 
SYSTEMS 
By Frank Remkiewicz 
Managing Editor 
The first major convocation 
speaker for this year, no 
feminist attorney. Flory 
Kennedy, appeared here I 
Tuesday evening. Peppering 
speech with stinging politi 
barbs and salty expressions 
lashed out at what she called 
"niggerization" of the Amen 
college student. 
Ms. Kennedy began her addr 
by inviting the audience of a  
60 students to join in a-Dawn by 
the Watergate" satirical song. 
From this opening her speech zig-
zagged between the satin 
the crude, hitting out at w 
called a" whorehouse  socie 
- 
She told her audience that 
college students should not have to  
financial aid," said Ms. Kennedy. 
She polled her audience and 
discovered that half were on 
ms. "We know 
s brought black 
?US - because 
they can get state and federal 
funds by doing so," she said. 
• "The fIUQfiI'fl of 
be a 
ping 
help 
f a 
and 
said, 
h in 
We 
dget 
and 
Staff 
uakei 
	 on" ONNIMN on 
* 	 Chris Gandol7
~~7hittier Editor 
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  College 
iistoric landmark of the 
r community is in danger 
"uction. 
Jonathan Bailey Ranch 
home of Whittier's first 
, is the object of efforts by 
ned citizens to preserve it 
istorical monument, 
ted on its original site at 
East Camilla Street, the 
ranch house is uncertain, records 
indicate that the house and 
surrounding pepper trees were 
visible long before the founding of 
the city itself. 
For some time the Jonathan 
]Bailey home was the center of 
Whittier's business, social and 
religious activities. President 
RiIpv dirp'tpd thp dvtIonmnt  
which were held there until a 
church could be erected. 
As one of the few remaining 
landmarks in. Whittier, various 
faculty members have joined the 
campaign to acquire and restore 
the Bailey property and house. 
Once this has been completed the 
property will be deeded to the 
city.  
by Katherine Rambo 
Staff Writer 
For an ecology program to 
succeed and be of use, it must 
have a definite purpose, 
interested people to operate it, 
and positive, substantial support 
from members of the community 
in attempting to serve. 	 - 
The Whittier College Recla-
mation and Recycling Center * a 
division of Whittier's Ecology 
Action program - began 
operations Sept. 15 with a very 
definite purpose, with interested 
people, and yet for a number of 
reasons, including, perhaps, sim-
ple lack of awareness, there was 
almost no ,support from the 
College community. 
This is unfortunate because the 
Reclamation center is a 
worthwhile and vital operation. 
Its purpose, according to Bruce 
Kidd, program coordinator, is "to 
foster an awareness of problems 
in the environment." According to 
exnerience in urges anyone with 
was a 
frey is 
nother 
rday's 
only 
ef that 
hard 
E 
the coachinc of Mike 
ily workouts in preparing 
fifteen game season. 
r polo's a rough sport." 
ited Judd. "Players must 
to block, hOld, and shoot, 
1 as to keep afloat. 
ally it's a non-contact 
wt in essense, it's all 
out." .Judd stated. 
Other members of the teams 
are Lars Agner, Bruce Ayres, Ted 
Horton,—Billard and Robert 
Chinn. Completing the roster are 
Dave Griswold, Mike Macrorie, 
Bill Rosecrance, Mike Wong and 
Tom Wilke. 
ATTENTION: Will the exper- 
..ard at work, 
conditioning themselves for 
Whittier College. 
According to Coach Judd, 'The 
team looks good, we've got a lot of 
fast swimmers, and the girls are 
very enthusiastic." Besides 
coaching the girls swim team, 
Mike Judd also coaches the men's 
men s 
rkouts 
coach, 
..-actice 
riday from 
rst year LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Joy Yamamoto, Barbara Moring, Charles Debato, Chris 
. So while 
ttier ( Woo, Chris Gandolfo, Cane Ceniseroz. ROW 2: Sue Wachter, Kathy Rambo, Karen g their Cl. 
have b Laskey, Larry White, Frank Remkiewicz, Ed Scheoenberg. 
Whittier College 
f ense Sparks Poetsm 
opards Caged 20-1 
Five minutes later, Perry 
Beatty intercepted another 
LaVerne pass and the offense 
started to roll like it had done so 
well in the first half. McDonald hit 
speedster 
twenty-f i 
followed 
Dixon. Ai 
ten yards 
that was 
A field goal attempt by Seja was 
missed badly and the Poets went 
back on defense. 
The ball was exchanged several 
times and time was running out 
for LaVerne when quarterback 
John Glenn wasintercepted. The 
Leopards seemed to be stuck on 
the twelve-yard line when a pass 
interference call against Whittier 
put the ball on the three-yard line 
and gave LaVerne a first-and-
goal. They finally scored on a dive 
by fullback Curtis Frick and the 
conversion kick was good. The 
scoreboard showed 20-7 with 
Whittier ahead, and that's how the 
game ended 
There is but one real problem. 
The problem of human re-
lations. 
Antione de St. Exupery 
UI. lU ,. ,-.., 	 f...,. 
Fullback Jim Root (with ball) 
Athlete of the Week after his SUJ 
toted the ball for one hundred 
photo by Brian Jordan.)  
Brother Mugubu Reflects  
Cross Countr) 
Warms Upf 
It would be unfair of me to rave 
about the labors of the Cross 
Country team without telling you 
who they are. So here is a thorough 
rundown of those crazy guys who 
may run anywhere from 10-20 
miles a day. 
The returning lettermen from 
last year are Dick Geisert, a 
senior from San Marino; Mike 
Goff, a senior from Bakersfiled; 
Dave Warburton, a senior from 
San Diego: and Gino Mendoza, a 
senior from God knows where: 
The Freshmen. are Bob 
Dennerling, a new prospect from 
Burbank (where they film "Star 
Trek"): and Jim Dahms from 
Montebello. 
Now enough about them. Let me 
tell you what they did. There was a - 
meet here last Saturday against 
Biola. Biola is known as a track 
powerhouse, so we knew that it 
was going to be tough. And our 
guys came through! They ran their 
hearts out and beat Biola 26-31 
(low score wins). The course was 
4.4 miles. Poet placers were: Dick 
Geisert, 2nd (time of 25:40); Goff, 
4th; Warburton, 5th; Dennerling, 
7th: Dahms, 8th: and Mendoza was 
 
y Larry T. White 	 fighting his way through the 
Sports Editor 	 Leopard line and sacking the 
quarterback for a fifteen yard 
 
er's second touchdowr 
ith 6:40 left in the firs: 
when tight end Jame.,  
iuled in a twenty-yard 
Id toss, and this time the 
Seja was good. The Poets 
iv in If 	 the score of 
the defense appeared as if 
for Whittier's third touchdown. 
vas good and the Poets 
Larry T. White 
e ha If Sports Editor .  
LaVerne, 	 especially 
	
the 
offensive line, came out strong in 
the second half as it penetrated 
deep into the Poet's side of the 
field, but safety Al Bernstein shut 
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Photography Pool 
Doug Bristol and Phil Knight 
I 
A 
Chris Edmonds 
Rob Meissner 
Bruce Ayres 
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Raising Song 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Roxanne Kobalka, Rachele Henry, Alice Salcido, Linda, Bruce Herring, Jennifer Fernandez, Gilia Kemp-Bliar, 
Dorinda Halligan, Alexis Ruiz, Linda West. ROW 2: Colleen Clay, Glgolev, Celia Lopez, Sheri Snyder, Pat Connelly, Renaldo Kemp, Bert 
Neuenschwander, Bill Walker, Carol Inge, Rochelle Baker, Sherri Lusk, Marty Clemons, Debbie Wandell. ROW 3: Colleen Cross, Cindy Gal-
legos, Patty Calvert, Ken Richards, Syd Smith, Pete Corneliussen, Richard Smith, Randy Kalie, Rene Pullium, jancey Flaming, Claudia Biel, Sal-
ly Owens, Carol Mork. ROW4: Shari Harvey, Chris Schulze, Bill Pounders, Ned Beadle, Bob Clark, Bob Clemmons, Dave Bigelow, Faye Col-
ley, Mindy Blackwood, Edna Moore, Nancy Owens. 
The Source 
Man with his understanding cannot know what the rain is saying when it falls 
upon the leaves of the trees or when it taps at the window panes. He cannot 
know what the breeze is saying to the flowers in the fields. 
But the Heart of Man can feel and grasp the meaning of these sounds that play 
upon the feelings. Eternal Wisdom often speaks to him in a mysterious lan-
guage; Soul and Nature converse together, while Man stands speechless and 
bewildered. 
Source staff: Carole Bull, Steve McCellen, Richard Smith, Dr. William Geiger, Alan Danielson. 
SoSeCo's 
SoSeCo's 1973-4, LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW ONE, Warren Saunders, Steve Chang, Mike Drew, Ramon 
Jordan, Steve Ai, Dan Judd, Richard DeVicariis, Ken Barrett. ROW TWO, Carrie Moore, Lori Sch-
wartz, Mary Fletcher, Cane Ceniseroz9, Jennifer Fernandez, Jana Holcomb, Kris Arruda, Cathy Cul-
hane, June Okubo, LeeAnn Nyvold. ROW THREE, Jill Shibata, Denise Delorenzis, Pat Roberson, Cindy 
Newton, Mary Regilio, Lisa Schwartz, Alice Salcido, Shai Bingaman, Lynn Chesley, Pat Brabon, Laurel 
Rose Hoffmann, Renee Rasmussen, Cheryl Martin. ROW FOUR, Tina Gibson, Dorinda Hougham, 
Cathy Brown, Laurie Land, Debbie Coles, Lori Weaver, Sharon Uyeda, Cathy Burke, Terry Gabor, 
Helen Camerino, Nadine Iba, Lucy Ellis, Debbie Ushijima. ROW FIVE, Rick Knightlinger, Bob Johns-
ton, Bruce Kidd, Patty Calvert, Bonnis Long, Steve Webste, Ruthann Pillon, Mary Morgan, Shirley 
Casebolt, Tim Bashford, Linda Spivey, Karl Bower, Margie Humes, Mark Klienman, Laurie Meursinge, 
Betsy Brennan, Judy Ball, Ann Eggers. 
104 






Queenie Watson and Keith Harris stroll across the lawn. 
Carolyn Dawson spends a quiet moment. 
If seeds in the black earth can turn into such 
beautiful roses, what might not the heart of 
man become in its long journey toward the 
stars. 
ROW 1, LEFT TO RIGHT: Don Lorio, Alvin Bernstein, Carolyn Dawson, Willie 
Norman, Larry Love. ROW 2, Sharon Bryant, Maurice Walker, Sheilah Sanders, 
Deiphine Sayles, Queenie Watson, John Daley. ROW 3, Ralph Ringgold, Connie 
Spencer, Jeff Horgan, Beaver Miles, Keith Harris, Carol Inge, Steve Woods. 
111 
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International Student Union 
Model U.N. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Tom Wood, Martin Kleckner, Mary Jan Roberts, Dr. Mike McBride. ROW 2: Chris Gandolfo, Jim Annis, Karen 
Wright, Darrell Walker, Jim Hickey, Becky Hancock, Frank Remkiewicz. 
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KØbenhavn 
1973 
Whittier College's semester abroad with 
the University of Copenhagen in Denmark 
was a tremendous success. Over 100 stu-
dents from Whittier and other colleges, 
nationwide, participated. This program, 
since 1959, offers a unique living and learn-
ing experience. The American students get 
the opportunity to see parts of Europe as a 
resident instead of as a tourist. The Berlin 
and Prague Seminars added much to the 
experience. 
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A chilly ferry ride. 
116 
When I was young, and reckless too, 
I craved the restless life.. 
The Tower 
Over the Wall 
The usual waiting 
Graves of those who tried to cross 
the river from East Berlin. 
nrM cNER 
Anything 
anybody 
can say about America is 
true. 
Emmett Grogan 
The Wall and 
East Berlin 
The long distance runner is paid by the snap 
of a white thread across his chest. 
You are paid by the picture at your feet. 
Jerry Russell 
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SCTA 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Carolina Miranda, Carol Blumer, Liz Motander, Diane Messier, 
ROW 2: Pam Hostetter, Pat Martinez, Cary Hall, Cindy Gregory. 
ODK 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Alan Daniel-
son, Richard Buckner, Dennis Flanigan, 
Rick Flaks, Paul Selski, Dr. Shambach, 
Paul Ferguson. ROW 2: Dave Nichols, 
Martin Kleckner, Dr. Grasty, Dan Judd, 
Pat Long, Dr. Armstrong, Frank Rem-
kiewicz. ROW 3: Matt Stofle, Dick 
Balkus, Dr. Connick, Rick Gapper. 
ROW 4: Jim Hickey, Mark Sachs, Tom 
Wood. 
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Phi 
Alpha 
Theta 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Dr. Gerald Paul, Wendala Whitcomb, Ed Schoenberg, Barbara Moring, Jack 
DeVries, Verla Gruerinert, Taun Nimmo, Carl Bower. 
Alpha Psi Omega 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Diane Messier, 
Larry Winthrop, Lou Erickson, Cary Hall. 
ROW 2: John Stewart, Sheri Sullivan, 
Liz Motander. ROW 3: Dr. Arena, Ed 
Schoenberg, Dr. Nuttall, Dr. Fairbanks. 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Cary Hall, Dr. 
Don Nuttall, Dr. Harry Nerhood, 
Liz Motander, Scott Jones, Ed 
Schoenberg, Lou Erickson. 
f 	 Ft4' 
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History Walk 
Phi Sigma Tau 
Bob Ulin, Dave Warburton, Dr. 
Mike Praetorius, Terry Honey, 
Dr. Yocum, Bill Rosecrance, Dr. 
Timm Thorson, Frank Remkie-
wicz. 
A mystic bond of brother-
hood makes all men one. 
Thomas Carlyle 
Phi Beta Skol 
ROW 1: Steve McCarthy, Bob Johnson, Rick Naff, David Piper, Linda 
Cahoon, Mark Walker. ROW 2: Terri Stimpfel, Bob Birka, Sharon Lar-
son, Dr. Hilmi Ibrahim, Mary Flectcher, Dr. Richard Harvey, Diane 
Darling, Sue Hildreth, Cindy Shuck. 
121 
Kappa Omicron Phi 
ROW 1: Sheila Beckham, JoAnn Russo, Cathy Cuthane, Gwen Magaro. ROW 2: Cheryl Martin, Beth Garren, 
Judy Nelson, Betsey Brennan, Gay Griffenhagen, Mrs. Hoffman. 
Language Organization 
Educational Assistance 
Pi 
Sigma 
Alpha Judy Nelson, Gwen Magaro, Adrian Barrow, Stan Ly, Jim Hickey, Scott Jones, John Stewart. 
- 
ROW 1: Dick Balkus, Martin Kleckner, Dan Judd. ROW 2: Chris Woo, Dr. McBride, Mike Autrey, Gary Odom, John Stewart, 
Julian Delatorre, Tom Fullerton. ROW 3: Karen Wright, Chris Gandolfo, Dennis Flanagin, Jim Hickey, Wendy Johnson. 
ROW 4: Frank Remkiewicz, Dr. Palmer, Dr. Harrison, Dr. Burnett, Dr. Robinson, Dr. Neu. 
123 
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It is simply untrue that all our institutions are 
evil, that all adults are unsympathetic, that 
all politicians are mere opportunists, that all 
aspects of university life are corrupt. Having 
discovered an illness, it's not terribly useful 
to prescribe death as a cure. 
Senator George McGovern 
125 
Teri Moser 
Deanna Lord 
Liz Tyner 
Saluting Days 
of 
Yore 
One of the highlights of the year for the A-
thenian Society was winning the Sweepstakes 
for their Homecoming float. The gigantic 
green Dragon showed impressive artistry. A 
father-daughter trip to a hockey game was 
another highlight, providing a rare chance for 
busy fathers and even busier daughters to 
enjoy an evening together. The year finished 
with two service projects, pledging and parti-
cipation in Spring Sing. 
Cindy Newton 	 Adele Perdew 
	
Maribeth Theroif 
	
Denise Duran 
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Debby Daust Kyle Feely Vickie Gutierrez 
Suzanne Klein Cathy Nockold Phyliss Munoz Deanne Iwanaga 
Martha Myers Michele Wilson Janice Yamashita Karen Zubov 
127 
WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
RPIARF) S1000U 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
REWARD 10,000 
WANThD WAN D 
DEAD OR ALIVE DEADORALIVE 
i'APD $10,OC.t" 
	 REARD S1O,000 
WANTED WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
REWARD 10,000 
WANTED WANTED 
EAD OR' ALIVE 
ARD SiOOOO REWAD so.000 
ANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
RPJAPI) s;cA 
Return 
of the 
Franklins 
The Franklins began the 1973-74 school year by entering their first 
Homecoming i, at in four years. The "On the Hill Gang" participated 
in the SoSeCos' program in order to become more involved with in-
coming Whittier students. The society celebrated this year with many 
traditional activities;- namely Octoberfest, Casino de Franklin, a Father-
Son Stag and the traditional Nooki Nookie Luau. The smallest and the 
oldest men's society on campus, The Franklin Society, retains the ideal 
of Brotherhood as its highest virtue. 
Gene Snook 
Bob Schonborn 
Vic Arroyo 
Frank Pombar 
Willie Aikens 
Carl Hattermann 
John Riggs 
Roger Spratt 
Wil Thigpen 
Bill Sebastian 
Joe Lilrey 
Ken Richardson 
128 
DD OR ALIVE 
ONAPD $10000 
 
WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
REWARD S10,000 
Jim DeProsse 	 Matt Meyers 
WANTED WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE DEAD OR ALIVE 
REWARD S10000 RWAfl cfl 
Steve Al 	 Rick Rowe 
	
Tom Duffy Ken Ward 
WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
REWARD S10000 
Augie Serna 
WANTED 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
REWARD S10.000 
Bill Erwin 
Jim Annis 
	
Mike Arcadi 
	
David Bigelow 
	
Marc Cohn 
Peter Corneliuson 
	
Dennis Fuibright 
	
Richard Husband 
	
Ramon Jordan 
130 
Laurel R. Hoffman 
	
Susan Garrettson 
	
Kristina Schulze 
 
 
 
 
Kathy Tossos 	 Judith Nelson 
Bernadette Lee 	 Darlene Koucky 
	
Karen Klebingat 
144 
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Football '73 
The 1973 football season was a building year, after heavy graduation losses from the previous year's 
championship team. In spite of this, the Whittier defense was ranked in the Top Ten in the N.A.I.A., 
while the team itself compiled a 6-3 record, dropping their last game and the "Mud Bowl" champi-
onship to Redlands, 3-0. 
148 
Whittier 16 
Azusa 
Pacific 6 
The Poet Offense 
Tense moments for Al Ocampo 
On a very smoggy day, the Whittier offense ex-
ploded in the first quarter, then left the work to the 
defense. Jim Root scored the first T.D., while Wil-
lie Norman speared six passes for eighty yards. One 
of those resulted in Whittier's second score. Q.B. 
Jim McDonald completed 13 of 27 passes. The de-
fense looked good for most of the game, with Lar-
ry Taylor, John Getz, Al Bernstein and Scott Cure-
ton giving outstanding performances. 
149 
Steve Wood and Jim Root cut their way through. 
Jim McDonald moves 
his way downfield. 
Whittier 20 - LaVerne 7 
DEFENSE! That was the cry and that's what 
Whittier College's players did well. With a 
tenacious line and a secondary that came up 
with five interceptions, Whittier beat the La 
Verne Leopards 20-7. Q.B. Jim McDonald 
scored two T.D.'s, one of which was an 18 
yd. scramble. Tight end Jim Lota hauled in a 
20 yd. T.D. pass from McDonald. Rich Safer-
ite, Al Bernstein and Perry Beatty each ac-
counted for interceptions. Saferite returned 
his for 10 yds., Bernstein pulled his out of a 
crowd and Beatty added the final catch. 
Jim Root adds yardage against the Leopards. 
No LaVerne player gained much against the 
Poets. 
I 
Willie Norman stretches for the pass. 
Claremont-Mudd 28 
Whittier 0 
Turning the ball over 9 times, Whittier gave Claremont-Mudd 
a 28-0 victory. Turn overs were 5 pass interceptions and four 
fumbles. One fumble was on a punt which rolled to the end 
zone and gave Claremont not only a touchdown, but the mo-
mentum to go on and win the game. 
Nick Seja powers his punt. 
Ready, set... 
Jim Root watches for the hole. 
Whittier 21 
Loyola 0 
With a devastating ground attack and a 
strong defense, Whittier beat Loyola 
21-0. The ground attack was led by 
George Todd as he picked up 120 yards 
in 26 carries. Dan Chikami had an out-
standing game with 147 yards in 26 
carries. Chikami finished the season 
third in conference rushing, account-
ing for 732 yards in 132 carries. Loyola 
netted only 22 yards to Whittier's 342. 
Ralph Ringgold lays low his man. 
 
Whittier 24 
USIU 9 
Steve Kimble ends yardage gain 
for U.S.I.U. 
With a balanced offensive attack, Whittier beat U.S.l.U. 24-9. Dan 
Chikami had 70 yds. rushing and 2 T.D.'s. While George Todd and Jim 
Root combined for 94 yds, split end Paul Dixon and flanker Willie 
Norman hauled in 10 passes. Dixon had 6 receptions for 73 yards, 
while "Sticky Willie" had 4 passes for 42 yards. Defense did their usual 
best, hitting hard and stopping them cold. Steve Kimble blocked a 
tJ.S.I.U. punt that resulted in a safety. Kimble was joined by All-
District linemen Larry Love and Scott Cureton, along with John Getz 
and Ed Mckenna. The game ended with Rich Saferite intercepting a 
pass at the gun. 
The run ends at the 45 yd. line. 
Perry Beatty and Scott Cureton shut down 
ball carrier. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Pat Barnett, Willie Norman, Steve Kimball, Steve Woods, Bob Davis, 
Rex Grigg, Al Bernstein, Beaver Miles, Mike Booker, John Glenn, Darrell Walker, Ralph Ring-
gold. ROW 2: Perry Beatty, Tom Cato, John Getz, Jim Fitzpatrick, Bob Brown, Gregg Taylor, 
Frank Estrada, Rick Pena, Dave Clark, Tim Coleman, Jim MacDonald, Steve Gluch, Herman 
Schenk, Jim Root, Henry Gray, Nick Seja, John Kiokow. ROW 3: Terry Cox, Al O'Campo, Larry 
Love, Dave Salcido, Bill Flak, Mike Raymond, Harry Dolen, George Todd, Larry Taylor, Gene 
Banday, Baron Arakawa, Paul Dixon, Steve Webster, Steve Ertel, Mike Manuel, Rich Saferite. 
ROW4: Jim McMains, Gary Goyeneche, Ed McKenna, Bill Reese, Steve Clark, Scott Cureton, 
Larry Burns, Tom Kelso, Gene Ortiz, Buff Bogard, Dan Chikami, Paul Hill, Chris Hine, Jim Lota. 
Senior 
Squad 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Dave Clark, 
Rich Saferite, Tom Cato. ROW 2: Tom 
Kelso, Tony Mason, Herman Schenk, 
Larry Taylor, Scott Cureton, John Glenn, 
Bill Reese, Jim McMains. 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Dave Warburton, Tim Dahims, Bob Dennerline, Dick Geisert, Mike Goff, Coach Barry 
Clendaniel. 
Under the coaching of Barry Clendaniel, 
the Cross Country team made a valiant 
effort this year, but were plagued by in-
juries and low turnout. Outstanding run-
ners were Dick Geisert, Mike Goff, and 
Dave Warburton. The team ended with 
a 2-4 record in conference and a 4-4 
won-loss record for the whole season. 
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Cheerleaders: Cindy Newton, Lori Hall, Jennifer Fernandez, Cindy Gallegos, 
Celia Lopez. 
Plus Spirit 
Songleaders: Phyliss Munoz, Sherri Lusk, Ann Eggert, Lynn Chesley, Janie 
Yuguchi. 
J.V. Songleaders: Lori Weaver, Carrie Rosales, Robin Hicks. 
Junior Pep 
J.V. Cheerleaders: Nancy Moreno, Dalyn Miller, Debbie Ushi-
jima, Jill Shibata. 

Mm 
goo 
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J.V. Coach Kent Scanlon 
159 

Swim 
Team 
 
Coach Mike Judd and Men's Swim Team. 
Jack Smoot 
Basketball 
Five points kept the Whittier College Basketball team from becoming the 1973-74 N.A.I.A. District Champions 
and winning a trip to Kansas City for the National Playoffs. The Whittier College Basketball team was led by 
two vetern guards, Al Hardin and Jack Smoot, probably two of the best pair of guards in Southern California. 
Al Hardin, known as "Mr. Assist," used his great and flashy speed, while Jack Smoot, alias "Mr. All-around," 
added great defense, scoring and ball-handling-wise. They were joined by Bernie Hoskins, who gave great 
strength on the boards. Forward Paul Caldwell led the conference in scoring. Ron Van Vliet added power in re-
bounding with Hoskins. The reserves contributed support when ever Coach Dave Jacobs saw fit. They were 
Mark Erwin, Kent Wagner, Steve Johnson, Steve Tarabilda and Dave Harris. With this team, Whittier finished 
as S.C.I.A.C. Champions with a 20-8 record. 
162 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Eric Peterson, Al Hardin, Jack Smoot, Steve Tarablida, Dave Harris, John Daley. ROW2: Coach Kent Scanlon, Mark 
Erwin, Kent Wagner, Ron Van Vliet, Steve Johnson, Fred Hicks, Ray Garwacki, Bernie Hoskins, Paul Caldwell, Manager Mark Livingston, 
Coach Dave Jacobs. 
163 
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W.C. 
69 Pomona 66 
78 La Verne 75 
108 Occidental 77 
71 Westmont 80 
44 U.S.I.U. 65 
93 Cal Poly Pomona 80 
66 U.ofRedlands 68 
89 Occidental 79 
87 Cal Tech 63 
75 Claremont-Mudd 71 
91 La Verne 75 
N.A.I.A. District 
Play-Offs 
70 Fresno Pacific 63 
70 Azusa Pacific 75 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Nolan Rameirz, Willie Norman, jack Arenas, Regan Greene, Randy Bisho, Paul Allen, Matt Pinto, Coach Hugh 
Mendez. ROW 2: Ray Scheffield, Tony Mason, Tom Snow, Charlie Thurston, Phil Roddy, Andy Castillo, Rodney Wilhelm, Gary Odom, Dave 
Nyberg, Dana Tunison, Bob Davis. 
Coach Hugh Mendez, flanked by team captains Regan Greene and Randy Bisho. 
I 
A Season for All Time 
It was an outstanding year for the Poet 
Baseball team, having one of their 
best seasons under Coach Hugh Men-
dez. There was greater depth this 
year, combining both pitching and 
hitting for the wins. Standouts were 
Regan Greene, Randy Bisho, Willie 
Norman, Nolan Rameirez and Andy 
Castillo. 
167 
Willie Norman rounds second. Ray Scheffield goes into the stretch. 
Nolan Ramierez aims for the fence. 
I 
Regan Greene scores a run. 
Randy Bisho hits a line drive to center. 
Wrestling 
S. C. I.A.C. 
Record 
Won 	 Lost 
4 	 1 
Placed 2nd in 
conference. 
170 
ROW 1: john Riggs, E.j.Hanseth, Rick Rowe, Mike Takeguma. ROW 2: Jim Behrens, Dennis Flanagin, Mike Mc 
Pherson. ROW 3: Coach Dan Drotar, George Todd, Ken Ward, Mike Preston. 
Rick Rowe sets up for a switch. 
John Riggs struggles for the escape. 
George Todd prepares to put 
away his man. 
ROW 1: Mike Manuel, Steve Ertel, Steve 
Webster, Mike Goff, Harry Dolen, Dave War-
burton, Steve Parmenter. ROW 2: Dick Gel-
sert, Don Larr, Ken Ward, Jim Fitzpatrick, Tim 
Dahms, Steve Wood. 

Tennis 
a 4 v 
- 
- 

00 
Women's 
Swim 
Team 
LEFT TO RIGHT: ROW 1: Sharon Sakamoto, 
Sandy Wise, Vivian Holloway, Beth Garren, 
Shelley Alden, Nancy Cook, Roxann Gilespie, 
Sindy Norman, Karen Laskey. ROW 2: Coach 
Mike Judd, Laurie Land, Pam Hostetter. 
ROW 3: Nancy Donnelson, Kim Herrod, 
Laurel Rose Hoffman, Darlene Koucky. 
I 
Women's 
Basketball 
Women's 
Volleyball 





Living in L.A. is like not having 
a date on Saturday night. 
Candice Bergen 
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Field Day - 1974 
Although Field Day was far from any sort of 
field, it certainly was a day 
	
Carla Weis 
hitting the car and getting a run in her stock- 
ing 	 Queen Esther chasing Tenopir with 
a squirt gun 	 Gretchen Oakes giggling 
David Piper giggling 	 everyone gig- 
gling 
(Daily News Photo) 
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"I don't know enough," replied 
the Scarecrow cheerfully. "My head 
is stuffed with straw, you know, and 
that is why I am going to Oz to ask 
him for some brains." 
"Oh, I see," said the Tin Wood-
man. "But after all, brains are not 
the best things in the world." 
"Have you any?" inquired the Scare-
crow. 
"No, my head is quite empty," 
answered the Woodman, "but once 
I had brains, and a heart also; so, 
having tried them both, I should 
much rather have a heart." 
The Wizard of Oz 
To err is human, but when the 
eraser wears out ahead of the 
pencil, you're overdoing it. 
The conservation movement is 
a breeding ground of Com-
munists and other subversives. 
We intend to clean them out, 
even if it means rounding up 
every bird-watcher in the 
Country. 
John N. 
Mitchell 
Ecology Action 
I can see that the land belongs to a vast 
family of man. Many of whom are dead, 
a few of whom are living and countless 
numbers yet to come. And maybe that 
family included not just man, but all 
things living. Let's listen for those other 
voices. They have their dreams too. 
Nigerian Chief 
Streaking: 
One Way to Get a B.A. 
(Daily News Photo) 
Nothing to do but work, 
Nothing to eat but food, 
Nothing to wear but clothes 
To keep one from going nude. 
Benjamin Franklin King 
1857-1894 
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It has been said that every time 
and place has it's own despair. 
The despair of California is the 
despair of people relentlessly 
getting what they want. 
-Jacob Needleman 

Thank God, 
men cannot as yet fly 
and lay waste the sky 
as well as the earth. 
Henry David Thoreau 
no man 
for any considerable period, 
can wear a face 
to himself, 
and another 
to the multitude, 
without finally getting 
bewildered 
as to which may be true. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne 
1804-1864 

e tend to think of man as a collec-
)fl of individuals, each complete in 
mself, who just happen to come 
gether to satisfy certain needs. 
:tually, however, there is nothing 
stinctively human that can be ex-
bited by an individual in isolation 
Man is essentially a community, 
s life is a communal affair, he exists 
fly where a plurality of individuals 
in communication with one 
iother, and share a common life. 
Robert 0. Johann 
Scagr.ImS7 
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Dick Nixon, #12, described as 
"the most spirited bench warmer 
on the team." 
"He had to work so hard," his 
mother said, "that he missed out 
on a lot of fun." 
It is necessary for me to establish a 
"winner" image. Therefore, I have to 
beat somebody. 
Richard M. Nixon, 1968 
Cartoon from 1932 Acropolis. 
RALLY 
TOGETHER 10 \ 
MOPER(I 
I IIR(I 
Richard Milhous Nixon —'32 
"Whittier College? Isn't that where Nix 
	 ." No use to continue, Richard Milhous Nixon has certainly 
pasted Whittier College in the scrapbook of history. Perhaps the page will be bit soggy from the deluge of 
Watergate, but the drama of the Nixon era won't soon be forgotten. 
Yes, there was a time before Haldemen, Ehrlichman, Dean, Sirica, St. Clair, Jaworski, Rodino, Ford and 
Woods were all household words. There were happy moments for Richard at Whittier, before the advent 
of taperecorders. He was President too, with no plans for reelection. A financially struggling, but brilliant 
student, Nixon had no trouble then with income tax or worries about San Clemente property. No one 
taped his phone conversations. Whittier was proud when he became it's most prominet citizen. 
The 1973-74 school year did not see the beginning nor the end of the Watergate tunnel. Just who were the 
foes and friends, the heroes and victors will be a matter for the courts to decide. Regardless, generations 
of Whittier College students can say, "We remember Nixon." 
1 P.M. SATURDA 
Dec 1 1973 
EXPOSITION PAR: 
LOS ANGEILE 
Ftueroa at Santa Barbara Avenue near USC and the Cnjtseurv. 
(- 	
;'... \ 	 SPEAKERS REPRESENTING: 
t 	
\ \ 
	 CONGRESS. LABOR,& 
\ \ 
	 The Amencan Civil Libecties Union 
\ \ 	 PURPOSE OF RALLY: 
Sure there are dishonest men in local 
government. But there are dishonest men 
in national government too. 
Richard M. Nixon 
What came first, the um-
bilicus or the navel? 
If you have built castles in the air; your work 
need not be lost; that is where they should be. 
Now put foundations under them. 
Thoreau 


Now that you know you are free, 
Living all your life at ease, 
Each day has its always, 
A look down life's, hallways, doorways, 
To lead you there. 
Freedom is more 
than a word 
sounding in the distance 
more than a child 
kicking in the womb 
more than tears 
falling over life's changes 
Freedom is to understand 
we're all the same 
we fall like rain 
upon this land 
to feed the earth 
Laurence Craig-Green 
Joy Nakamura 
Years of discovery 
an endless laughter shared with others 
a special feeling—a closeness wrapped with warmth 
and cared for with love 
endless as the sea we shall remain unto each one 
we love 
sunshine, shimmering sea, a tear, beautiful people, 
self 
I invested in my future today.  

Jill Ablon 1951-1974 
But I think I saw a brand 
new light 
coming over the horizon 
brighter than all the 
others 
and it sass all men are 
b-rothers under the skin 
brothers under the skin. 
Peace in the Valley, 
Carole King) 
Don't it seem like time goes on 
and here we are still carrying on 
reaching out for one another. 
Like a telephone call from an 
old friend or a brother 
and you are there to share this 
song in the making 
Goodbye don't mean I'm gone. 
(Goodbye don't mean I'm gone, 
Carole King) 
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You've got to get up every morning 
with a smile on your face 
and show the world all the love in 
your heart 
then people gonna treat you better 
you're gonna find, yes you will 
that you're as beautiful as you feel. 
(Beautiful, Carole King) 
My life has been a tapestry of rich 
and royal hue 
an everlasting vision of the everchanging 
view 
A wonderous woven magic in bits of 
blue and gold 
A tapestry to feel and see, impossible 
to hold. 
(Tapestry, Carole King) 
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ACROPOLIS 96-97 
Advisement Center 60-61 
Athletics 
Baseball 176-179 
Basketball 162-165 
Cross Country 157 
Golf 175 
Swim Team 161 
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Track 172-173 
Water Polo 160 
B.S.U. 110-111 
Cap & Gown 106-107 
Choir 124 
Concerts 82-85 
Copenhagen 114-117 
Departments 
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Drama 19 
Music 20 
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History 22 
English 23 
Political Science 24 
Philosophy 25 
Religion 25 
Education 26-27 
Department 
Index 
Psychology 28 
Speech/Hearing 29 
Sociology 30-31 
Physical Education 32 
Home Economics 33 
Business 34 
Economics 35 
Chemistry 36 
Biology 37 
Geology 37 
Math 38-39 
Board of Governors 66-69 
Greek Letter Fraternaties 119-123 
Homecoming 74-77 
Model U.N. 113 
ODK 112 
Orientation/Registration 14-17 
Photographers 100-101 
Plays 88-91 
Q.C. 96-97 
SoSeCos 104-105 
Societies 
Athenian 126-127 
Franklins 128-129 
Lancers 130-131 
Mets 132-133 
Orthogonians 134-135 
Palmers 136-137 
Sachsens 138-139 
Penns 140-141 
Thalians 142-143 
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Senior Index 
ALLEN, MICHELE ANN 
Musci; SoSeCos, Phi Beta; 
Music Teacher's National 
Assoc. Isaac Walton League. 
ALLEN, PAUL 
Physical Education; Varsity 
Baseball, Pink Palace, AGAW, 
Intramural Football, Basket-
ball, Breaststroke Champion; 
All-S.C.I.A.C. First-base Coach; 
AGAW President; C.I. Meat & 
Potatoes Champion. 
ANDERSON, SHARON 
Sociology/Social Work; So-
SeCos, R.A.; Alpha Kappa Del-
ta. 
BALES, CAROL TENOPIR 
English; Dean's list. 
BATEY, MIGNON ODELL 
Biology; Cultural Chrmn.; 
Program Board, Scholarship 
Funding Committee, Faculty 
retreat Conf., National En-
tertainment Conference Stu-
dent Representative, BSU, 
Senior Class Committee; Me-
taphonian; National Student 
Register, Fisk Exchange Stu-
dent. 
BECKHAM, SHEILA 
Nutrition; Kappa Omicron 
Phi, Home Ec. Chapter; April's 
Playmate. 
BERG H, COLLEEN 
Sociology; Senate, B.O.G. 
Secretary; Deborahs, Free 
University Committee, Peer 
Counselor, Experiment Com-
mittee, Green Pepper Advisor; 
Sachsen. 
BISHO, RANDY G. 
P.E.; Baseball; Pakalolo Pres-
ident. 
BLUMER, CAROL 
Psychology; S.C.T.A. Secre-
tary; Delta Phi Upsilon; Sach-
sen. 
BROCCOLO, MARY ANN 
English; Delta Phi Upsilon, 
SoSeCo's, English Advisory 
Council, S.C.T.A.; Sachsen. 
BROWN, LYNN MICHELLEE 
Biology 
BRUMBY, GARY 
Economics; Economics Advi-
sory Council. Interdepart-
mental Council. 
CAPP, DONALD FREDRICK JR. 
Political Science; Pi Sigma Al-
pha; Honor Roll. 
CARLAT, DIANA 
Art; Sophomore Homecoming 
Princess '71-72. 
CLOUGH, ELAINE E. 
Sociology/Anthropology. 
COLIN, MARC 
Political 	 Science; 	 Assist. 
Dir. Student Legal Service, 
Student Rep. Political Science 
Dept., Varsity Football, Varsity 
Wrestling, Water Polo, Inter-
society Rep.-Pres., Pi Sigma 
Alpha, Whittier College Choir 
72-'73, Phi Beta Skol; Lancer-
Pres.. 
COLLINS, DEBBI 
French; Palmer. 
COOK, PAMELA 
English; SoSeCo's '72, Cap & 
Gown Chrmn. '74, English Ad-
visory Council '74, Homecom-
ing Committee '73, English 
Lab Coach, Ball Hall Kaazoo 
Band '72, Stauffer Dorm So-
cial Chrmn. '71; Harold Case 
Scholarship. 
CURETON, BRIAN SCOTT 
Biology; Men's Intersociety 
Council; All-District Football, 
Dean's List; Orthogonian-
Pres. 
DAVIS, JACQUELINE 
Psychology 
DAVIS, JOHN 
Sociology; Alpha Kappa Del-
ta; Haynes Found. Scholarship 
Awd. 
EGGERT, LESSING GUY 
Business Administration; 
S.A.M.. 
ELDRIDGE, NENA LUCILLE 
Chemistry (Pharmacy); SoSe-
Co's, Student Life Comm. 
BSU, Chemistry Student Coun. 
ERICKSON, LOU 
History; Phi Alpha Theta; 
SoSeCo's, History Council, 
Special Events Chrmn. '73, 
Cap & Gown '74; Palmer; 
Who's Who '72-'73. 
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EZAKI, RAMSEY 
Business Administration, Mu-
sic; Varsity Tennis, Freshman 
Basketball; Business and Ec. 
Advisory Council '73-74; 
S.A.M.-Pres. Woodwind Quin-
tet; Lancer. 
FELT, ELIZABETH SUZANNE 
Drama; Acropolis Staff '72-73, 
Student Conduct Committee 
'72. 
FERGUSON, PAUL 
Biology; Research Assoc. L.A. 
County-USC Med. Cntr; Var-
sity Tennis; Omicron Delta 
Kappa, John Stauffer Science 
Fellowship; Reg. Outstanding 
Academic Ach. 
FISCHLE, CHARLENE DIANE 
Business Admin-Econ.; Bus. 
Ad. and Econ. Council; Com-
mencement Committee, Cap & 
Gown, Hawaii Club, Regional 
Liason for S.A.M.; Steering 
Committee for Agi'ng in Whit-
tier; Tour Guide Coord., Ad-
missions Student Rep., Junior 
Olympic Assist., SoSeCo's, Stu-
dent Rela. Off. Bank of Ameri-
ca, Rose Parade Finalist, For-
ensics; Cribben's Advertising 
Award; Wall St. burn. Award, 
most outstanding Bus. Student. 
FLANAGIN, DENNIS 
Political Science; P1 Sigma Al-
pha, ODK, Senator, Student 
Rights Comm., Varsity Soccer, 
Wrestling, College Legal Clin-
ic; Orthogonian, Nat. Student 
Register; 2nd Team All-League 
Soccer. 
FRIEDENBACH, PATRICIA B. 
Psychology. 
FUKUI, LYNN K. 
Sociology/Social Work; SoSe-
Co, Hawaii Club, Whittier 
College Tour Guide, Admis-
sions Rep., Tutor Nelles 
School, Special Olympics; 
Whittier College Scholarship 
Program; Communications 
Comm. 
FULBRIGHT, DENNIS 
Biology; 	 Lancer; 	 Biology 
Council; Varsity Tennis; Bio.-
Bunch, Macadamia Tree Re-
search. 
FULTON, KATHLEEN 
Business Administration; Var-
sity Swim Team; ASWC Acct. 
Thalian. 
GARREN, BETH 
Home Ec; Home Ec. Assoc., 
Peer Counselor; Kappa Omi-
cron Phi; Thalian. 
GEISERT, DICK 
Business; Cross Country 4 yrs.; 
Varsity Track, All-League Cross 
Country, All-District Cross 
Country; S.A.M.; GDI 
GERNAZIO, CARL 
Biology; Sachsen 
GIFFORD, PAMELA 
Art History; Sachsen. 
GILES,ALISON A. 
Math-Botany; Math Dept. 
Student Faculty Comm., So-
SeCo. 
GLASSCO, MARI LOU 
Sociology; Sociology Advisory 
Comm.,; Phi Beta Skol; Aloha 
Kappa Delta. 
GLENN, JOHNNY 
Physical 	 Education; 	 Varsity 
Football; Viet Nam Vet, 
GONZALES, ELOISA D. 
Physical Education; M.E.C.H.A. 
Ethnic Committee; Tutor Whit-
tier High. 
GOULD, ROBERT N. 
Human Behavior; Varsity Soc-
cer; peer counselor; Q.C. 
cartoonist; Alpha Omerga 
Kappa-Pres.. 
GREENFIELD, LINDA 
Art. 
GREENE, REGAN 
Bus. Admin.; Varsity Baseball, 
Player of the Clarmont Base-
ball Series '73; Better Relations 
with Oxy Comm. '74; Ortho-
gonian Jos. Cartinooti Citz. 
Award; Spring Sing Chrmn;. 
GUTIERREZ, VICKIE 
Psychology; SoSeCo; Athen-
ian. 
HAINES, CHRISTOPHER 
Psychology-History; Psych. 
Dept. Coun., Rat Decath. Team 
Member; Coord. Whittier 
Action Training. 
HALL, CARY R. 
History; ASWC Head of Pho-
to.; Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi 
Alpha Theta, SCTA; Who's 
Who; History Dept. Coun.; 
Sachsen; Case Scholarship. 
HAMBLIN, CALVIN P. 
History-Political Science; Tu- 
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tor Ed. Assit. Program; Pi Sigma 
Alpha. 
HANSEN, LUANNE 
Sociology; 	 Frosh 	 Social 
Chrmn.; SoSeCo; Athenian; 
Phi Beta Skol. 
HARDY, ETHEL 
Speech/Hearing. 
HARPER, COURTLAND 
Business Admin.; R.A. 73-74 
Sachsen; S.A.M.-V.P.; Res. Ad-
visory Council; Master of Cer-
emonies, Homecoming '73. 
HARSCH, JIM 
Business Admin.; Ski Club. 
HENRY, RACHELLE C. 
History; Choir; Whittier Col-
lege Vocal Ensemble; BSU; 
Phi Beta; Broadoakes Fellow-
ship. 
HERRMANN, PATRICIA 
English; English Coach; SCTA; 
Thalian. 
HICKLE, SUSAN JANE 
Psychology; Mostly Extra Cur-
ricular; March's Playmate. 
H LA VATY, J  NE 
Geology. 
HOWARD, ELAINE ETHEL 
Psychology; Homecoming 
Comm. '71; SoSeCo; Education 
Coun.; Psych. Club; English 
Comni. 
HUGHEY, ROBERT E. 
Business Admin. 
IWANAGA, DEANNE 
Math-Business Admin.; Green 
Peppers; Math Dept. Student 
Comm.; Women's Interso-
ciety Coun.; SoSeCo; Peer 
Counselor; Athenian-Pres. '73. 
JORDAN, RAMON JR. 
Biology-Chemistry; Senate 71- 
'72, 72-73; B.O.G.; Chrmn. 
AuxilIary Comm. '73; Rep. 
Atheletic Board of Control; 
Homecoming Comm.- Parade 
Chrmn. 72-73, 73-74; SoSe-
Co; Lancer; Intramural Sports; 
Rep. Biology Council; Bio 
Bunch. 
KANTER, HELENE 
Modern Languages; Green 
Peppers, Deborahs, Green 
Pepper Advisor; Senate, Pro-
gram Board, Ways & Means 
Comm., Free University; Ex-
periment Steering Comm. 
KEFAUVER, WILLIAM 
Fine Arts; Whittier First Step 
Comm. 70-71; Art Club, Pub-
licity Dept. 72-73. 
KELLETT, SUSAN 
Early Childhood Ed.; Phi Beta 
Skol; Delta Phi Epsilon; R.A.C. 
Dorm Rep.; Peer Counselor. 
KLECKNER, MARTIN S. III 
Political Science; Director, 
Founder - Student Legal Serv-
ice; B.O.G.; Pi Sigma Alpha; 
Circle K; Omicron Delta Kap- 
pa; 	 Model U. N.; Lancer; 
Who's Who; Lions Club Fel-
lowship Award. 
KLEIN, SUZANNE 
Political Science; Elem. Ed.; 
Tourguide; Spring Sing '72; 
Athenian. 
KLISEY, VICKI 
Psychology; Psych. Dept. 
Council 72-74, Art Dept. 
Council 73-74; Captain Whit-
tier College Rat Decath. Team 
73-'74. 
KUAN, BENG WAI 
Math; Waterpolo; Math Coun-
cil; I.S.U. 
LARSON, SHARON (BUNS) 
Sociology/Social Work; AWS 
Legislator '70-71; SoSeCo 
Chrmn. '71-72; Copenhagen/ 
Cairo Program; Sociology Ad-
visory Comm.; R.A. '73-74; 
Sachsen, Phi Beta Skol; Alpha 
Kappa Delta; Cap & Gown; 
Who's Who. 
LAW, CHI M. 
Business Admin.; S.A.M.; 
I.S.U. Pres., V.P. 
LEGGETTE, MARIE CRAWFORD 
Biology - Pre. Med.; Royal 
Ladies; Highest Honors J.C., 
Ford Grant Recipient. 
LEITNER, STEVEN 
Business; G.l.D.; Varsity Foot- 
ball. 
LONG, PATRICK 
English; Omicron Delta Kap-
pa; Senator, Student Welfare 
Comm., Program Board 
Chrmn., ASWC President 73-
'74; SCTA; Sachsen; Leader-
ship in Service Award; Who's 
Who. 
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MAGARO, GWEN 
Home Econonics; Whittier 
College Home Ec. Chapt.; Kap-
pa Omicron Phi; SoSeCo; 
Home Ec. Dept. Coun; Who's 
Who; Francis Schroeder Mem-
orial Scholarship. 
MANUEL, ALFRED M. 
Political Science; Varsity Foot-
ball; Varsity Track; Int. SCUBA 
Explor. Development, So. 
Calif, Pres.; Orthogonian. 
MARAZZI, PATRICIA M. 
Sociology/Anthropology; 
Tennis Team. 
MESSIER, DIANE 
History; Phi Alpha Theta; 
SCTA. 
MILLER, BONITA 
English; 	 English 	 Advisory 
Council, SoSeCo; ACROPOLIS 
Staff; ASWC Executive Sec.; 
College English Comm.; Peer 
Councelor; Un-club; Sachsen; 
Who's Who. 
MILLER, LINDA 
Music; Choir; Vocal Ensemb.; 
Phi Beta, Music Comp. 
MILLER, PATRICIA 
Geology; Whittier Action 
Training Corp. 
MORING, BARBARA J. 
Drama; Business Manager 
Alpha Psi Omega 72-'73. 
MOTANDER, ELIZABETH 
History; History Dept. Coun-
cil; Inter-Disciplinary Council; 
R.A. Who's Who; Pi Alpha 
Theta. 
NELSON, JUDITH 
Home Economics; Home Ec. 
Chapter, Kappa Omicron Phi, 
Thalian. 
NICHOLS, DAVID EDWARD 
Biology; Biology Advisory 
Comm., Omicron Delta Kap-
pa, R.A. 
ODOM, GARY 
Political Science; 4 yrs. Var-
sity Baseball; Orthogonian; 
Phi Sigma Alpha. 
PACKARD, BONNIE R. 
English; SCTA; English Dept. 
Advisory Council, SoSeCo; 
Delegate SCATA State Conf.; 
Green Pepper; Deborah. 
POSTEN, STEPHNEE KAY 
Biology; Biology Advisory 
Comm. 
PROCTOR, JOHN 
Business; Biology; Dean's List. 
RAMBO, KATHERINE 
Communications; Ecology 
Action; Q.C.; Judical Board. 
REED, ROBERT 
Political Science; Mem. Com-
mon Cause; Democrat; 
REMKIEWICZ, FRANK L. 
Political Science; Philosophy, 
Pi Sigman Alpha; Phi Sigma 
Tau; Omicron Delta Kappa; 
National Leadership Frat.; Phi-
losophy Dept. Coun.; Political 
Science Dept. Coun.; Inter-
dept. Coun.; Director Student-
Comm. Rela. '72-73; Manag-
ing Editor Q.C.; Intramural 
Basketball; Who's Who; Na-
tional Honor Student's Direc-
tory; Whittier College Service 
Award '72-73. 
ROLLER, PAUL 
Physical Education; Varsity 
Track Team '72-74, Intramurals 
'72-74; Captain WC. Lacrosse 
Team '70; Runner-Up Track 
Team Rigormortis Award '74; 
First Team All-Intramural Foot-
ball '73-74; School Record, 
Most Classes Naylor #13; Pink 
Palace Chug-a-lug Award. '73 
& '74. 
ROSECRANCE, BILL 
Philosophy; Varsity Golf 4 yrs.; 
Varsity Waterpolo; Phi Sigma 
Tau; Founder D.D. and S.S. 
fan clubs. 
RITTER, STEVE 
Business Admin; S.A.M. 
ROBERTS, MARY JAN 
Political Science; Admin. In-
tern-City of Sante Fe Springs; 
Model U.N.; Senate; Faculty 
Student Relations; Chaplin 
Convo. Comm.; Student Af-
fairs Comm.; BSU; Tour Guide; 
Herald Examiner Youth Forum 
Steering Comm.; MMASC; 
ASPA: Metaphonian. 
SACHS, MARK A. 
Business Admin; ACROPOLIS 
staff; Q.C. -staff, Co-editor, 
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columnist; ASWC V.P., B.O.G.-
Student Life Comm., Publica-
tions Comm., Interdept. 
Coun.; Faculty EPC; Board of 
Trustees; Alumni-Associates 
Comm.; Lancer; National Stu-
dent Reg.; Who's Who; ODK. 
SANCHEZ, MARCIA LOGAN 
Biology. 
SCHOENBERG, EDWARD L. 
History; Alpha Psi Omega; Phi 
Alpha Theta; History Dept. 
Council; Hillel; Who's Who; 
Drama Productions 70-74. 
SELSKI, PAUL 
Biology; Hillel -V.P., coordi-
nator; Ethnic and International 
Studies Comm.; Intramural 
Sports; Bio Bunch; Omicron 
Delta Kappa; Dean's List. 
SEXTON, BARBARA 
Speech/Hearing; Speech and 
Hearing Council. 
SMITH, GAIL MARIE 
Sociology; ASWC Sec. 71-73; 
Courses of Study Comm. 72-
'73. 
SMITH, RICHARD 
English, EPC Student Rep.; 
English Dept, Coun.; Source 
staff; Inter-Dept. Coun.; 
Choir; Who's Who. 
SPRATT, ROGER 
Business Admin.; Varsity Foot-
ball; S.A.M.; W.C. Ski Club - 
Pres.; Inter Society Pres.; 
Franklin. 
STEWART, JOHN 
Political Science; Inter-col-
legiate basketball and baseball; 
P1 Sigma Alpha; Phi Alpha The-
ta; History Dept. Coun.; Po-
litical Science Advisory Coun.; 
Tutor; Sachsen; Haynes Found. 
Scholarship; Aca. Achievement 
Award 72-73. 
STIMPFEL, TERRI 
Sociology/Anthropology; AC-
ROPOLIS Ed. '72, SoSeCo; 
Convo Board; Publications 
Board; Delta Phi Upsilon, R.A.; 
Phi 
Board; Delta Phi Upsilon, R.A.; 
Phi Beta Skol; Sachsen; Broad-
oakes Fellowship. 
STONE, LUCY 
Speech/Hearing; Speech/ 
Hearing Dept. Rep.; CSHA; 
Metaphonian; Homecoming 
Queen '74. 
TAKEGUMA, MICHAEL 
Biology; Varsity Wrestling; 
Lancer. 
TANNER, ROBERT 
Business Administration. 
TAYLOR, LARRY 
Physical Education; Varsity 
Football '70-73, First Team 
Conference '70-73; Second 
Team District '70 & '71; First 
Team District '72 & '73; Or-
thogonian. 
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H. 
History; Football. 
VERGARA, MARILYN 
English; Freshman English 
Coach. 
WACHTER, SUSAN 
Biology; Freshman English 
Coach; Q.C. staff; Founder 
"Munchkins for the Impeach-
ment of the Wicked Witch of 
the West." 
WALKER, ROBERT ALAN 
Biology; SoSeCo; Dorm So-
cial Chrmn.; Tour Guide; 
School Rep. Admissions; Resi-
dent Coordinator. 
WALLACE, JUDY 
Business Admin.; ASWC Stu-
dent Body Treasurer; SoSeCo; 
S.A.M.; Bus. Admin. Advisory 
Coun.; Bus. Admin. Jan. Work-
Study Internship Comm.; 
Women's Tennis Team; Ac-
counting Tutor; Ahmanson 
Found. Scholarship; Who's 
Who. 
WARD, KEN 
Biology; Varsity Wrestling, 
'70-74, District Champ.; 
Franklin; Who's Who. 
WEEKS, LUCY E. 
Sociology/Anthropology; Soc. 
Honorary Society; Soc. Dept. 
1 
220 
Council; Women's Volleyball; 
Inter-Society Coun.; Thalian. 
WEST, LINDA 
Music Education; SoSeCo; 
Choir; Chamber Singers, Choir 
Business Manager; Palmer, 
Pres., Itersociety Pres.; Hunt-
er Mead Organ Competition; 
Ball Hall Kazoo Band. 
WILSON, MICHELE H. 
Sociology/Social Welfare; 
Alpha Kappa Delta; Athenian. 
WINTHROP, LAWRENCE F. 
History; History Dept. Coun. 
College Golf Team; Phi Alpha 
Theta; ACROPOLIS & Q.C. 
Photographer. 
WOO, CHRISTINA 
Political Science/Business 
Admin.; Pi Sigma Alpha; Q.C. 
staff writer; SoSeCo. 
WOOD, THOMAS J. 
Political Science; Model U.N; 
Senate; R.A.; Circle K; Curric- 
ulum Comm., Academic Stand-
ing Comm., Admissions, Board 
of Trustees Student Rel.; Phi 
Beta Skol; Varsity Tennis; In-
terdept. Coun.; Lancer; P1 
Sigma Alpha; Who's Who; 0-
micron Delta Kappa; Richard 
Nixon Scholarship. 
WRIGHT, KAREN L. 
Political Science; SoSeCo; 
R.A.; Pi Sigma Alpha; Model 
U.N.; Palmer; Nixon Scholar-
ship; Haynes Found. Scholar. 
YAMASHITA, JANICE 
Political Science; Athenian. 
YIN, ALFRED SOMBOUN 
Biology; Director Cult. Arts; 
l.S.U.; Whittier College Sci-
ence Fair Chrmn. 73-74 Cul-
tural Chrmn. 72-73; Academic 
Policy Comm.; Who's Who. 
COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES 
OVER 6000 LBS, 
GROSS 
PROHIBITED 
The Masses 
Ai, Steve 69,108,128 
Aikens, Willie 128 
Akehurst, Tom 140 
Allen, Michele 40,138 
Allen, Paul 40,166 
Anderson, Barbara 40 
Anderson, Sharon 40 
Annis, Jim 40,113,130 
Arakawa, Baron 154 
Arcadi, Mike 130 
Arroyo, Victor 128 
Arruda, Kris 108,136 
Asdooriam, Janet 40 
Ayres, Bruce 101 
Baker, Rochelle 102,110 
Balkus, Dick 118,140 
Banday, Eugene 154 
Barnitt, Pat 154 
Barrow, Adrian 123 
Batey, Mignon 40,132 
Beatty, Perry 153,154 
Beckham, Sheila 40,122 
Behrens, Jim 170 
Bennett, Debbie 40 
Bergh, Colleen 40,138 
Berney, Marie 40 
Bernstein, Alvin 111,154 
Biel, Claudia 40,102 
Bigelow, David 40,102,130 
Bingaman, Shari 96,108 
Birka, Bob 121 
Bisho, Randy 40,166 
Blumer, Carol 40,118,138 
Bogard, Buff 100,134,154 
Bohn, Daryl 63 
Bolyog, Leslie 40 
Booker, Mike 96,154 
Borunda, Mario 40 
Brabon, Pat 40,108 
Brazen, Diane 136 
Bristol, Doug 40,101 
Bristol, Jeff 138 
Broccolo, Mary Ann 40,138 
Bronn, Melanie 40,133 
Brown, Bob 154 
Brown, Lynn 41,136 
Bruich, Kate 40 
Brumby, Gary 40 
Bryant, Sharon 111 
Buckner, Richard 118 
Burns, Larry 154 
Burton, Robert 138 
Caffey, John 138 
Caldwell, Paul 163 
Capp, Don 41 
Castillo, Andy 41,166 
Cato, Tom 134,154 
Catley, Jim 134 
Ceniseroz, Carrie 99,108 
Chen, Terry 41,63 
Chesley, Lynn 108,156 
Chaisson, Maria 41 
Chikami, Dan 154 
Chiu, Lily 112 
Chu, Simon 112 
Chuah, SiKien 112 
Clark, Dave 41,154 
Clifgard, Carlye 73,133 
Clark, Steve 154 
Clough, Elaine 41 
Cochran, Doug 41 
Coleman, Tom 154 
Cohn, Mark 41,130 
Collins, Debbie 136 
Contraeras, Yvonne 133 
Cook, Pam 41,107 
Corneliuson, Peter 102,130 
Couser, Carl 41 
Cox, Terry 154 
Croysdill, Chris 41 
Culhane, Doug 138 
Culhane, Kathy 108,122 
Cureton, Scott 134,153,154 
Dahms, Tim 155 
Daley, John 111,163 
Daneman, Ken 138 
Danielson, Alan 118,140 
Darling, Diane 121,138 
Davenport, Pat 41,63 
Davis, Bob 134,154,166 
Daust, Debbie 127 
Dawson, Carolyn 111 
Debato, Charles 99 
Delhi, Richard 42,50 
Delatorre, Julian 123 
DeLorenzio, Denise 108 
Dennerline, Bob 155 
DeProsse, Jim 129 
DeVicariis, Richard 108 
Dewberry, Bob 75,140 
Dixon, Paul 134,154 
Dolen, Harry 134,154 
Donnellan, Joan 42,106,107 
Drew, Mike 72,108 
Duffy, Mary Ann 42 
Duffy, Mike 42,70 
Duffy, Tom 129 
Duran, Denise 126 
Durazzo, Rosemary 41 
Dwyer, John 140 
Dyer, Pamela 42 
Edmonds, Chris 76,101,138 
Eggers, Ann 108,134,156 
Eldridge, Cathy 42 
Eldridge, Nena42,75 
Elliot, Steve 140 
Ellis, Lucy 108,138 
Emde, Wolf 67,138 
Erickson, Jennifer 42 
Erickson, Lou 16,42,106,119, 
120,136 
Ertel, Steve 134,154,172 
Erwin, Mark 163 
Erwin, William 42,129 
Estrada, Frank 154 
Ezaki, Ramsey 42 
Feely, Kyle 127 
Ferguson, Paul 43,118 
Fernandez, Jennifer 79,102, 
108,136,156 
Findley, Mindy 43,136 
Finne, Anne 136 
Fischle, Charlene 43,107 
Fitzpatrick, Jim 154 
Flack, Floyd 140 
Flaming, Jancey 102 
Fletcher, Mary 16,43,1 08,1 21 
Flak, Bill 154 
Flaks, Rick 16,118 
Flanagin, Dennis 43,118,123, 
134,170 
Fong, Linda 112 
Forester, Stephanie 138 
Fulbright, Dennis 130 
Fukui, Lynn 43 
Fullerton, Tom 16,123,138 
Fulton, Kathleen 43,70,143 
Gabor, Terry 108 
Gallegos, Cindy 102,156 
Gandolfo, Chris 43,99,106,113, 
123 
Capper, Rick 118 
Garbat, Jim 43 
Garment, John 43 
Garren, Beth 43,122,142 
Garrettson, Sue 143 
Garwacki, Ray 163 
Geisert, Dick 43,155,172 
Gernazio, Carl 43,138 
Getz, John 134,154 
Gibson, Gary 84 
Gibson, Tina 108 
Gilford, Pam 43,138 
Giles, Alison 43 
Glassco, Marilou 44 
Glenn, Johnny 44,154 
Gluch, Steve 154 
Goff, Mike 44,134,155,172 
Gonslaves, Deborah 50 
Gould, Robert 44 
Goyeneche, Gary 154 
Gray, Henry 154 
Greene, Regan 166 
Greenfield, Linda 44 
Gregory, Cindy 44,118,142 
Griffenhagen, Gay 122 
Griggs, Rex 154 
Gruennert, Verla 119 
Gutierrez, Vickie 44,127 
Haed rich, Leslie 44 
Haines, Chris 44 
Haines, Jon 138 
Hall, Cary 44,100,118,119,120, 
138 
Hall, Lori 133,156 
Halligan, Greg 44 
Hamamoto, Debbie 136 
Hamblin, Calvin 49 
Hancock, Becky 113 
Hansen, Melissa 44 
Hanseth, Evan 134,170 
Hanson, Luanne 50 
Hardin, Al 163 
Hardy, Ethel 44 
Harper, Court 17,50 
Harris, Dave 163 
Harris, Keith 67,111 
Harsch, Jim 44 
Harvey, Shari 102,138 
Hattermann, Carl 128 
Hayman, Paul 44 
Henderson, Greg 44,134 
Henderson, Stephanie 97 
Henry, Rachelle 44,102 
Herrema, Don 44 
Herrema, Karen 44 
Herring, Bruce 102 
Herrmann, Pat 44 
Hickey, Jim 113,118,123 
Hicks, Fred 163 
Hildreth, Sue 121 
Hilgers, Paul 86 
Hill, Frank 44,138 
Hill, Paul 154 
Hine, Chris 154 
Hjerpe, Linda 138 
Ho, Aaron 112 
Hoffman, Laurel 108 
Holcomb, Jana 75,108 
Holloway, Vivian 79 
Hoskins, Holly 44 
Hoskins, Bernie 163 
Horgan, Jeff 111 
Hostetter, Pam 118 
Hougham, Dorinda 102,108 
Howard, Elaine 44 
Howes, Penny 136 
Huang, Larry 112,140 
Hubbard, Deanna 50 
Hughes, Willie 45 
Humphrey, Sue 132 
Hurup, Yvonne 112 
Husband, Dick 45,130 
ba, Nadine 108 
Ifeagnu, Ben 140 
Inge, Carol 79,102,111 
Inouye, Isaac 140 
Israel, Patti 138 
Iwanaga, Deanne 45,127 
Jacinto, Alex 140 
Jenkins, Kathy 45 
Johnson, Steve 141,163 
Johnson, Wendy 123 
Johnston, Bob 63,108,121 
Jones, Al 134 
Jones, Scott 120,123 
Jordan, Brian 45 
Jordan, Ramon 45,69,79,108, 
130 
Judd, Dan 108,118,123 
Juhnke, Linda 45,136 
Kalcevich, Cardin 134 
Kalie, Randy 102 
Kei, Elaine 112 
Kelley, Becky 132 
Kelso, Tom 154 
Kemp, Renaldo 102 
Kemp-Blair, Cilia 45,102,106 
Kent, Lee 45 
Kidd, Bruce 108,138 
Kightlinger, Rick 108,141 
Kimbell, Steve 154 
Kinsey, Nancy 133 
Klebingat, Karen 143 
Kleckner, Martin 45,79,113, 
118,123,131 
Klein, Suzanne 45,127 
Kleinman, Mark 108 
Klisey, Vickie 45 
Klokow, Jon 134 
Knight, Philip 45,101 
Koepper, Dave 131 
Komaki, Edward 45 
Koo, Patty 112 
IJirey, Joe 48,73,128 
Ungies, Keith 48 
Ushijima, Debbie 108,157 
Liyeda, Sharon 108 
Koucky, Darlene 143 
Kramer, Debbie 136 
Kuan, Beng 50,112 
Kuhn, Ellen 136 
Kwong, Alan 112 
Land, Laurie 108 
Larr, Don 172 
Larson, Sharon 16,45,121 
Laskey, Karen 99 
Lauro, Jim 45 
Law, Chi 50,112 
Leal, Luann 132 
Lee, Bernadette 142 
Lee, Eve 112 
Lee, Maura 136 
Lee, Peter 112 
Lee, Sung-hee 112 
Leggetts, Marie 45 
Leitner, Steven 45 
Li, Simon 112 
Liberngood, Harry 32,138 
Litchfield, Russ 72 
Livingston, Mark 163 
Loberg, Suzette 132 
Long, Bonnie 108 
Long, Pat 45,66,118,138 
Lopez, Celia 102,132,156 
Lorio, Don 111 
Lota, Jim 154 
Love, Larry 154 
Lusk, Sherri 102,132,156 
Ly, Stan 112,123 
MacDonald, Jim 131,150,154 
Macrorie, Mike 46 
Magaro, Gwen 46,122,123 
Manuel, Mike 135,154,172 
Martin, Cheryl 108,123 
Martinez, Ana 46 
Martinez, Pat 118 
Mason, Tony 154,166 
Matsu mura, Takuo 46 
McCloskey, Terry 138 
McCarthy, Steve 121 
McConkey, Saundra 142 
McKenna, Ed 154 
McKenzie, Megan 137 
McMains, Jim 154 
McPherson, Mike 170 
Meissner, Rob 101 
Messier, Diane 46,118 
Metzger, Marsha 46 
Meursinge, Laurie 108 
Meyers, Matt 129 
Midkiff, Shelley 46 
Miller, Bonita 46,97 
Miller, Dalyn 157 
Miller, Linda 46 
Miranda, Carolina 46,118 
Montegomery, Sue 97 
Moon, Jody 46 
Moore, Carrie 108 
Moore, Edna 102 
Moore, Lora 46 
Moreno, Nancy 157 
Morgan, Mary 108 
Mork, Carol 102,137 
Mori, Rick 141 
Moring, Barbara 46,99,119 
Moser, Teri 46 
Motander, Liz 16,47,116,120 
Muller, Jeff 135 
Munoz, Phyllis 127,156 
Murphy, Katie 68,138 
Myers, Martha 127 
Myles, LeRoy 11,154 
Naff, Rick 121 
Naylon, Steve 141 
Nelson, Judy 47,122,143 
Neptune, Donna 47 
Neuenschwander, Bert 102,141 
Newton, Cindy 108,156 
Nichols, Dave 47,118 
Ng, Ron 112 
Nockold, Cathy 47,127 
Norman, Willie 6,16,111,151, 
154 
Nyberg, Dave 166 
Nyvold, Lee Ann 108 
Oakes, Gretchen 16,138 
O'Campo, Al 149,154 
Odom, Gary 76,123,135,166 
Okubo, June 108 
Orozco, Linda 50 
Ortiz, Gene 154 
Oshima, Jeanne 137 
Owen, Sally 102,132 
Owens, Nancy 102 
Padilla, Carroll 137 
Parmenter, Steve 172 
Pearson, Vernon 138 
Pena, Rick 154 
Peterson, Eric 135,163 
Pillon, Ruth 108 
Pinto, Matt 166 
Piper, David 121,138 
Pitman, Debra 47 
Pombar, Frank 128 
Posten, Stephnie 47 
Pounders, Bill 102,141 
Pulliam, Rene 102 
Rails, Don 138 
Rambo, Kathy 47,99 
Remierez, Nolan 166 
Rasmussen, Renee 108 
Raymond, Jeanne 47,138 
Raymond, Mike 154 
Reese, Bill 50,154 
Regilio, Mary 108,138 
Reinbold, Tom 47 
Remkeiwicz, Frank 47,99,113, 
118,123 
Retzlaff, Wendy 137 
Richards, Ken 102,128 
Ridenour, Marsha 137 
Rigdenbach, Tricia 47 
Riggs, John 128,170 
Ringgold, Ralph 110,154 
Roberson, Pat 108 
Roberts, Mary Jan 47,113 
Roddy, Phil 166 
Roller, Paul 47 
Root, Jim 154 
Rosales, Carrie 157 
Rosales, Cindy 132 
Rosecrances, Bill 120 
Roussel, David 47 
Rowe, Rick 129,170 
Rubenstein, Linda 138 
Russo, Diane 123 
Sachs, Mark 47,66,118,131 
Saferite, Rich 134,154 
Salcido, Alice 102,108 
Salcido, Dave 154 
Sanchez, Marcia 48 
Sanders, Sheilah 111 
Salyer, Barb 50 
Saunders, Warren 108 
Scheffield, Ray 166 
Schenk, Herman 48,154 
Scheurmann, Julie 47 
Schipher, Jane 133 
Schoenberg, Ed 48,99,119,120 
Schonborn, Bob 128 
Schulze, Kris 75,102,143 
Schwartz, Lisa 108 
Schwartz, Lori 108 
Sebastian, Bill 74,128 
Seja, Nick 151,154 
Seiski, Paul 47,118 
Severs, Sally 132 
Sexton, Barb 47 
Shelton, Carol 137 
Shibata, Jill 108,157 
Shiviey, Norm 141 
Shuck, Cindy 121 
Shutt, Joanne 137 
Simon, Scott 141 
Smith, Gail 47 
Smith, Judy 48 
Smith, Richard 47,102 
Smith, Steph 47 
Smith, Syd 102,138 
Smoot, Jack 162,163 
Snook, Gene 128 
Snow, Tom 135,166 
Snyder, Cheri 102,137 
Somers, Tom 135 
Spencer, Connie 111 
Spivey, Linda 108 
Spratt, Roger 48,128 
Stewart, Donna 47,137 
Stewart, John 47,119,123,138 
Stimpfel, Terri 48,121,138 
Stone, Lucy 50,75,79 
Stofle, Matt 119,141 
Strout, Bonnie 133 
Sweetser, Tom 96 
Takeguma, Mike 48,131,170 
Takeyama, Neil 48 
Tarabilda, Steve 79,163 
Taylor, Grag 154 
Taylor, Larry 48,134,154 
Tedford, Mary 48 
Termini, Donna 48 
Terrell, Cindy 132 
Thigpen, Will 128 
Thompson, William 49 
Thomson, Allan 48 
Thurston, Charlie 166 
Tilley, John 75 
Todd, Geroge 154,170 
Tokushige, Dave 48 
Toll, Mindy 132 
Tossos, Kathy 143 
Towel[, Gary 96 
Townsend, Larry 138 
Tredup, Pat 96 
Tunison, Dana 166 
Turkovich, Kathy 50 
Vance, Rhonda 48 
Van Viiet, Ron 48,163 
Vergara, Marilyn 48 
Vuoso, Diane 48 
Wachter, Susan 48,99 
Wade, Mike 100,138 
Wagner, Kent 163 
Walker, Bil 48,102 
Walker, Darrell 110,113,154 
Walker, Mark 121 
Walker, Maurice 111 
Wallace, Judy 48,70 
Wandell, Debbie 48,102 
Warburton, Dave 120,157,172 
Ward, Ken 49,129,170,172 
Watson, Queenie 111 
Weaver, Lori 108,157 
Webster, Steve 108,135,154, 
172 
Weeks, Lucy 49,142 
Weis, Carla 68 
West, Linda 49,102,137 
Whelen, Maureen 63 
Whitcomb, Wendela 119 
Whitaker, Susan 49 
White, Larry 99 
Wilson, Louise 63 
Wilson, Michele 49,127 
Wilson, Wayne 49,141 
Winthrop, Larry 49,100,119 
Wong, Carol 112 
Wong, John 112 
Wong, Mike 100 
Woo, Chris 49,99,119 
Wood, Tom 49,113,118 
Woods, Debbie 49,138 
Woods, Steve 111,149,154,172 
Woodward, Vic 49 
Wright, Karen 16,49,75,79,113, 
123,137 
Yamamoto, Joy 99,137 
Yamashita, Janice 49,127 
Yano, Burt 112,141 
York, Tom 138 
Young, Kitty 112 
Yuguchi, Janine 156 
Zubov, Karen 49,127 
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CELLAR 
GREENLEAF at PENN OX 8-7236 
BANKAMERICARD 
15335 WHITTIER BLVD. 7021 GREENLEAF AVE. 
uaker City Federal 
Savings & Loan Association 
UPTOWN OFFICE 	 EAST WHITTIER OFFICE 
SINCE 1920 698-01 51 694-3811 
a new direction 
in shopping... 
BRAND OVER 500 QUALITY 
NAMES LEADERSHIP BRANDS 
MY 	 RS  
WHOTTO 	 R 
THE QUALITY STORE SINCE 1904 
DELICATESSEN -SUNDRIES • PARTY ITEMS 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
GIFT WRAPPING • WE DELIVER 
6557 S. GREENLEAF 
WHITTIER, CALIF. 90801 
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The journey of a thousand 
miles begins with one step 
Lao-Tzu 
I
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